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A group L is . ca11ed a lattice ordered group. 

L is defined a order a듣b ， preserved under the 

ac들bc and ca듣cb for a11 c in L. 

Let L be a partly ordered. In L , we write 

MCx)={a:x 들a} , L( x) = {a : a르x} for each x E L. 

The interval topology [lJ is that topology generated by taking all of the 
sets {M(x) , L(x): x E L }, as a subbasis for the closed sets. 

E. S. Northam [2J has proved, using an example, that a l-group 

need not to be a topological group in it ’ s interval topology, which 

solves problem 104 of Birl‘hoff [lJ. 
In this paper, using the necessary and sufficient condition that a 

lattice be Hautdorff in it’s interval topology, which is proved by R. M. 
Bare [:3], we shall prove any l-group which satisfies the chain condit

ion and not a cyclic group is not a topological group in it' s interval 
topology. This theorem supplies an other answer to problem 104 of 

Birkhoff [IJ. 

And using the necessary and sufficient condition for an element to be 

isolated in the interval topology of a lattice which is proved by E. S. 

Northam, we prove that l-group is discrete in the interval topology if 

and only if the l-group is isomorphic with the ordered group of all 

integers under addition. 

In S 2, we shall prove a l-group is complete if and only if every closed 

interval [e, xJ is compact in it’s interval topology. Finally, in S 3, we 

add that natural mapping from l-group L to the factor l-group ~/H is 

a closed mappmg in their interval topologies, where H is an l-ideal of 

L. 
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S 1. Two Theorems. 

Let L be a part1y ordered set. An element of L is minimal element 
if it has no proper predecessor. 

In a l-group L , an element a is called posit1ve if a늘e ， where the 

element e is an identity of group L. The set of all positíve element of 

L is called positive COne which wm always be denoted P. 
Let us say that l-group is satisfying chain condition , if every non-void 

set of positive element includes a minimal member. 

The following theorems are due to G.Birkhoff [lJ and R.M.Bare [3J, 
respectively 

[THEOREM. G J Let L be l-groμP which satislies the chain 
condition. Then L is commμtative， and each n01Z-zero element 01 L 
can be expγessed μ%iqμely aS a prodμct of integγal poweres of a finite 

%μ117beγ of distinct primes. 5μch a prodμct is positive il ιnd only if 

all powers are positive. 

[THEOREM. RJ A necessιry c. nd sulficient that the interval 

topology 01 a lattice L be Haμsdorll is thι t, lor every p: ir of ele117ents 

a. b i12 L with ι <b, there cxist finite non-void subseis A únd B (depe
nding o12a, b') in L such that both 01 the following cO l1ditions are 

saiisfied 
(i)A=Lx:a<x등b 01' a :j:f x 0γ b ;p;. x} , B={ y : a슬y < b 01' a :j:f y or 

b:j:f y}. 

(ii) (M(X) ),EA , CL(Y))YE /J is a covering 01 L. 

Let L be a l-group which satisfies the chain conditíon. We suppose 

that L be Hausdorff in it’s interval topology. Then, by Theorem R, 
there exist finite non-void subset A and Bsuch that (i) and (ii) hold. 

And, by Theorem G, each element of A and B can be expressed uniquely 

as a product of integral powers of a finite number of distinct primes. 

Let n be the greatest integer of their al1 integral and zero powers, and 

m be the least integer of them. And we have n 十 1>0， and m 1 <0. 
Now'consider the element pn+Jqm-1 for some prime elements p, q if 

exist. Since L is a group, this element is in L. However, the element 
pn+lq ’11-1 is incomparable with any element of A and B. For, if the 
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elernent is cornparble for sorne element of A or B. say þ"+Jqm-J늘x. and 

if the prirnes φ and q are contained to prirnes of x. Then the elernent 

þ"+Jqm-J X-1 is a positive. However, the power of Þ is positive, and 

that of q is negatjve, which is contrary. Sirnilarly, we see easily that 

for any case happen the contradiction. Therefore, the elernent þ"+Jqm-I 

1S not in the covering (ii) of L. 

Hence we have the foIIowing, 

[LEMMA 1] Let L be a l-grotφ μIlzich satislies the chain condition 

and not a cyclic grotφ. Then L is not to be Hausdorll in it' s interval 
tOþology. 

Moreover, we have 

r- THEOREM 1J Under the hyþotheses of Lemma 1 , l-grouþ L is 

not to be a tOþological grotψ in it’s interval topology. 

[PROOF J lf the I-group L is to be a topological group. Since the 

interval topology is T I-space and a topologicaI group is regular, the 

interval topology must be Hausàorff. which is contrary to the Lernrna 1. 

E. S. Northarn [2J proved the fo lIowing 

[THEOREM. NJ A necessary and sullicient condition lor an 
element x 10 be isolated in the interval topology 01 a lattice L is that 

(a) x covefs a linite number 01 elements and every element μndeγ 

x ts μnder an element covered by x. 

(b) x is covered by a linite number 01 elements and every element 
over x is over an el ement μIhich covers x. 

(c) x belongs to a linite separating set 01 L in which no other 

member is comparable μ!Ìth x. 

Now we apply the Theorern. N to the fo l1owing theorem. 

[THEOREM 2J A l-grouþ L be. discrete in it’s interval tOþology 

if and only if L is isomorþhic μlith the o1'dered grouþ 01 all integers 
under addition. 

[PROOF J Let L be discrete. By Theorem N, there are a finite 

nurnber of prirnes and a finite separating set of L, since an identity is 

• 
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an isolated point of L. 

From ([5 J, Theorm 3) , it foIIows that L _ is a free abelian group 

with the primes as generators and every element of the.finite serarating 

set is expressed uniquely as a product of integraI powers of the finite 

number of distinct generators. Let n be the greatest integer of their alI 

integral and zero powers, and m be the least integer of them. SimilarI피 

as was done Theorem 1, we can see easily that the element P"+lq"'-1 for 
some genertors p, q if exist, is incomparable with any element of the 

finhe separating set of L , which is unreasonable. Hence L is a cycIic 

group. And hence, L is isornorphic with the ordered group of alI 

mtegers under addition. 

The converse is obvious. 

~ 2. Completeness of l-group. 

A I-group is caIIed cornplete if and only if every non-vojd bounded 

set has a g. l. b. and a 1. u. b. 

[LEMMA 2J A l-grotψ is to be complete if únd only if αny non-
void boμnded sμbset of the positive cone P hι sag.l.b. 

r PROOFJ Let M be a non-void bounded subset of L , and the elernent 

z be a lower bound of M: z르a for any elernent a of M. i. e. , e들z-Ia 

for any elernent a of M. Therefore, the set Z-1 M = { z-Ia : a E M } is a 

non-void bounded subset of the positive cone P. Since in P , any non
void bounded subset has a g. l. b. , the set z-IM has a g. l. b. x. 
Then the element zx is a g. 1. b. of M. For, frorn Z-1 a늘x， we have 

a늘zx for any elernent a of M. Let y be a Iower bound of M , then 
z-ly흐z-’ a for any elernent z-la of z-IM. Therefore, we have Z-ly르x. 

i. e. , y들zx. Hence , any t1on-void bounded subset of L has a g. l. b. 

Now consider the set M-l = { a -1 : aE M }. Since M is a non-void boun

ded, 111-1 is non-void bounded. And let the elernent v be a g. l. b. of 
111-1 • Then the elernent ι-1 is a 1. u.b. of M. 

For, frorn v들μ，-1 ， we have v-’ 글a for any elernent a of M. Let μ 

be an upper bound of M , then μ-1들a-I for any elernent a-1 of M-l 
Therefore, we have μ-1듣u， i. e. , μ늘ι-I • 
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Now, we prove the following Lemma in a manner paralIel to ([ 4J, 
Theorem 1). 

[LEMMA 3 J Any non.void boμndedsμbset 01 the þoitive coηe has 

a g.l.b. il and only ill01 each XEP, the closed interval [e, x] 

.be compact in the iniervaltopology 01 P. 

[PROOFJ 
{ x",: i\" E A } 

The sufficiency is evident from ([4] Theorem 1). Let 

and { X {3 β E B 1- are subset of [e , XJ such that 

F = { M(xoJ : α E A } U { L(X {3) : β EB }. 

is a non-void collection with finite intersection' property. If B is void 

set, then X E n F. If B is not void , we bave Xα도X{3 for each (X EA and 
β E B by the finite intersection property. And since {X {3 : ß E: B } is a non 

-void bounded , it has a g. l. b. Xo Then Xα를Xo for each (X E A. Clear1y, 
-Xg E n F. 

[LEMMA 4J The closed interval [e , xJ is compact in the interval 

topology o} L ij and only ij it is compact in the inte1'val tOþology 01 the 

positive cone P. 

[PROOF J Let {xα ; π E A } and {X {3 : β E B } are subsets of [e, x]. And 

F={M(x",): α E A 1- U {L(X {3) : ß E B} 

is a non-void collection with finite intersection property such that F has 

a non-void intersection in L , say Xo 드 nF. Then we have e듣감들X o르X{3 

for each αE A and ß E B. Therefore, Xo E L(XfJ) n P for each β EB. 

The sufficiency is immediate. 

Hence we have 

[THEOREM !3J For l-grouþ L to be comþlete, it is necessary and 

sullicient that, 101' each XEP, [e, X] be comþact in the inte1'valtoþo
‘logy. 

~ 3. Natural Mapping. 

By an l-ideal of a l-group L is meant a normal subgroup of L which 

contains with any a and b, also al1 X with a(\b들X를aVb. 

Already, we know that the factor l-group L/H forms also a l-group 

if one defines HxVHy= HxvY , Hx(\Hy' Hxfîy. and Hx.Hy=Hx.y , 
and the natural mapping from L to L/H is a lattice homomorphism, 
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wþere , Hx is a residue class containing x of L/H. 

[LEMMA 5J Let L be a l-grozφ and H be an l-ideal. Then 

M(Hx) =HCM(x)) , L(Hx) =H(L(x)) in the factor l-group L/H. 

Where, M(Hx)={Hy : Hx들Hy in L/H} , H \ Mx)= {Hy : y E M(x)} 

L(Hx) = {Hy : Hx흐Hy} ， H(L(x)) = {Hy : y E L(x)} 

[PROOFJ If Hx들Hy， then Hx 0 y=Hx{\Hy=Hx. Therefore. 

x{\y=h.x for some hEH, i. e. , x들lr1y ， hence h-1y E M(x) , i. e ... 

Hy E H M(x)). Conversely, if Hy E H(M때))， we have Hx를Hy ， i. e .• 

Hy 르 M(Hx ‘ , since X를y and the naturaI mapping is a Jattice homomor
phism. And duaIIy. 

[THEOREM 4J The natμγal maPPing from l-groμP L to factor 

l-groμP L/H is a closed maPPing in their interval iopologies. 

[PROOF J Let 5 be any closed subset of L in interval topology. It 

must be the union of a finite number of closed subbasis, hence there 

are two finite subsets A , B in L such that 

5=( U,EAM(x)) UC UyEBL(y)). 

H(5)=H C( U,EAM(x)) U( U\.EBLy))] 

=CU ，EAH(M(x))그 LJC U\EBH(L(y))] 

=( U,EAM(Hx)] UC U νEBL(Hy)] by Lemma 5. 

Therefore, H(5) is a cIosed subset in intervaI topology of L/H. 
j 
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